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ABSTRACT: We report on the impact of differently sized particles on the
collapse of a Langmuir monolayer. We use an SDS−DODAB monolayer
because it is known to collapse reversibly under compression and expansion
cycles. Particles with diameters of 1 μm, 0.5 μm, 0.1 μm, and 20 nm are
deposited on the SDS−DODAB monolayer. We find a critical particle size
range of 0.1 to 0.5 μm that produces a transition from reversible to irreversible
collapse. The nature of the collapse is determined through optical observations
and surface pressure measurements. In addition, although 20 nm particles do
not cause irreversible collapse in the monolayer, they significantly decrease the
collapse pressure relative to the other systems. Therefore, we observe three
distinct collapse behaviorsreversible, irreversible, and reversible at a reduced
surface pressure.

■ INTRODUCTION

The nature of collapse of thin sheets of material under
compression has received recent theoretical and experimental
attention.1−5 Of particular interest is folding in Langmuir
monolayers.6−11 A Langmuir monolayer consists of a single
layer of amphiphilic molecules confined to the interface
between air and an aqueous subphase. By changing the
interfacial area, Langmuir monolayers exhibit a range of
interesting behaviors. Numerous phases occur, ranging from a
gaslike phase to more condensed phases as the surface density
increases.12 Once the molecules become sufficiently packed, a
transition from a 2D to 3D structure occurs, which is referred
to as collapse. During this transition, the surface pressure
remains approximately constant under further compression.
There are several mechanisms of monolayer collapse, such as
buckling, budding, and vesiculation.13−17 A special and
interesting type of collapse for monolayers is folding. It is
characterized by the formation of a 3D structure that extends
along a quasi-1D boundary and forms a bilayer that submerges
into the subphase. Folds can extend perpendicular to the axis of
compression10,11 across the entire width of a Langmuir trough,
usually on the order of centimeters, and submerge millimeters
below the interface.
The collapse of a monolayer can be classified as either

reversible or irreversible under cyclic compression and
expansion. Reversible collapse maintains the monolayer from
cycle to cycle, and in irreversible collapse, molecules are lost
from the monolayer during each cycle. Most examples of
reversible collapse are in systems that exhibit folding. An
interesting example of reversible folding occurs in lung
surfactant. Lung surfactant is a thin coating on the small air
sacs deep in the lung, known as alveoli. Here, gases in the lung
are exchanged with the blood.18 The surfactant plays a
significant role in respiration by lowering the surface tension
to near zero values at the air−water interface, reducing the
work required to inflate and deflate the lung. The lowering of

surface tension also regulates the air pressure in neighboring
alveoli by greatly reducing the Laplace pressure (for a sphere,
ΔP = (2γ)/(r) where r is the radius and γ is the surface
tension).19 This prevents the flow of air from small alveoli to
larger ones. To maintain a minimal surface tension throughout
respiration, lung surfactant forms giant folds at high
compression.7,9 It is important that this process be reversible
so that the lung does not have to regenerate the surfactant. Of
interest to the public health is how pollutants and other
airborne particulate matter affect the functionality of the lung
surfactant. Inhaled particulate matter may interfere with the
folding of the film and cause adverse health effects.20−22

Understanding how particles of different sizes impact the
folding dynamics on this scale is an important issue.23−26

In this article, we focus on the impact of particles of different
sizes on the collapse of a monolayer. This can provide insight
into mechanisms of particle−surfactant interaction in biological
systems. We use a catanionic monolayer as a model. This is
produced by mixing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which has a
positive charge, and dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide
(DODAB), which has a negative charge,10,11,27 in a 1:1 ratio to
form a stable monolayer. Behavior consistent with giant
reversible folds has been observed in this system.10 Under
expansion from a collapsed state, two distinct regimes have
been observed using tracer particles embedded in the
monolayer. There is an initial period during which collapsed
regions remain unaffected and the surrounding monolayer
stretches elastically. Once a critical stress is reached, the
collapsed regions release material back into the monolayer as
they “unfold”. During this unfolding phase, the surface pressure
remains essentially constant.11 Under the addition of particles,
we observe two main changes to this collapse behavior: (a) the
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elimination of the unfolding phase on expansion, resulting in
irreversible collapse, and (b) a reduction of the collapse
pressure. This results in three regimes: (a) reversible collapse,
(b) irreversible collapse, and (c) reversible collapse at a reduced
surface pressure.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the Materials

and Methods section, we introduce experimental methods for
preparing the SDS−DODAB monolayer and depositing particle
solutions. We then show the optical observation and isotherm
measurements for different particle sizes. Then we apply an
analysis estimating the average effective molecular area, which
allows us to quantify the amount of material lost and the
change in folding pressure after each isotherm cycle. Finally, we
propose a possible explanation (without chemical reactions) for
our experimental results that is related to the ratio of particle
size to the SDS−DODAB preferred collapse curvature.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used a 1:1 mixture of DODAB (97% purity) and SDS (99%
purity) to produce an SDS−DODAB monolayer. An SDS stock
solution is prepared by dissolving SDS in ethanol to make a 1.2 mM
solution. DODAB stock solution is prepared by dissolving DODAB in
chloroform to make a 1.2 mM solution. Equimolar mixtures SDS−
DODAB are prepared by mixing the same amount of the stock
solutions and then diluting with chloroform to 0.12 mM.
We prepare all particle solutions with a consistent procedure.

Carboxylate-modified microsphere solutions (Invitrogen, red fluo-
rescence, 2% solids) with the following particle diameters are used: 1
μm, 0.5 μm, 0.1 μm, and 20 nm. The concentrated particle solutions
all have the same percentage of mass per volume, so solutions with
different particle diameters have different numbers of particles per unit
volume. It is worth noting that all sizes of particles have the same small
concentrations of surfactants that are used to prevent particle
aggregation. A 1:1 mixture of the concentrated particle solution and
methanol are used to enhance the spreading on the surface. The
particle concentrations in each solution are 1.35 × 1010, 1.55 × 1011,
1.35 × 1013, and 1.3 × 1015 particles/mL for 1 μm, 0.5 μm, 0.1 μm,
and 20 nm solutions, respectively. For weakly fluorescent 20 nm
particles, a small amount (1% of the SDS−DODAB molecular
concentration) of fluorescent probe 2-(12-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-
diazol-4-yl)amino)dodecanoyl-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (NBD C12-HPC) is added to the SDS−DODAB solution. We
only use the fluorescent probe to visualize the folding of the
monolayer.
The schematic in Figure 1 illustrates the main experimental steps.

The first step is the preparation of an SDS−DODAB monolayer on
the water surface in a Langmuir trough (Nima model 102M). We

placed 65 mL of ultrapure water (Millipore Milli-Q) in the well-
cleaned Langmuir trough and then deposited 100 μL of SDS−
DODAB solution to form a monolayer. The deposition of the SDS−
DODAB monolayer is accomplished by contacting a droplet of the
solution from the tip of a syringe on the surface and allowing it to
spread by surface tension. Evenly distributing the SDS−DODAB
solution across the trough contributes to a more homogeneous
monolayer. We waited 15 min to ensure that the chloroform and
ethanol in the SDS−DODAB solution completely evaporate from the
trough. Afterward, we began isotherm compression and expansion
cycles and measuring five cycles to confirm the previously observed
collapse behavior of the SDS−DODAB monolayer. Once this is
established, various amounts of particle solution with different particle
sizes were distributed evenly on the surface. The amounts of particle
solutions range from 25 to 150 μL in 25 μL increments. The
deposition of particle solutions follow the same method as used for the
SDS−DODAB solution. We then waited another 15 min for the
evaporation of methanol from the interface. Ten more compression
and expansion cycles were used to study the effect of particles on the
collapse of the monolayer.

It is worth noting that not all of the particles remain on the surface;
a fraction of the particles dissolve into the subphase after the
deposition. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the surface
concentration of particles deposited at the interface quantitatively.
One option for characterizing the number of particles on the surface is
to use the shifts in the isotherm after deposition. Unfortunately, this is
complicated by a lack of knowledge regarding the precise location of
the particles relative to the monolayer. We discuss this issue in more
detail when we present the isotherm results. Because we do not have
precise information on the number of particles in the system, we
studied a range of deposition volumes in order to change the total
number of particles in the monolayer. We will show that the results are
relatively independent of the number of particles. Therefore, our
inability to quantify the number of particles on the surface precisely
does not have a significant impact on our results.

Isotherm measurements and observations using an optical micro-
scope provide quantitative and qualitative information about the
system. Isotherm measurements are controlled by Nima software,
which records surface pressure from a tensiometer, from which hangs a
Wilhelmy plate. The orientation of the Wilhelmy plate is perpendicular
to the major axis of the barriers. There is no significant change in the
plate orientation during the isotherm cycles. The surface area is
changed from 80 to 19 cm2 at a rate of 15 cm2 per minute. The surface
pressure is recorded for both pure SDS−DODAB monolayers and
SDS−DODAB monolayers with particles. After the isotherm measure-
ments of all cycles, we use an optical microscope (Olympus
BX60MF5) with a charge-coupled-device camera (CCD) to observe
and record the folding dynamics corresponding to the different
particles sizes. A 10× magnification objective is used to magnify the
monolayer images. The reversible and irreversible collapse of the
SDS−DODAB monolayer can be observed with this procedure.

■ RESULTS

Experimental Observation. Compression and expansion
images of SDS−DODAB monolayers with different sizes of
particles embedded in them are shown in Figure 2. The images
are taken after the fifth cycle of compression. For 1 μm particles
(Figure 2a,e), a region of collapse approximately 200 μm wide
is observed under compression. The bright spots are the
fluorescence from 1 μm particles. This result is similar to the
observed giant folds in an SDS−DODAB monolayer.11 The
difference between these studies and the work in Boatwright et
al.11 is the number of particles deposited. The concentration
here is about 100 times larger than the concentration used in
previous work. Despite this difference, the single folding and
unfolding dynamics for SDS−DODAB plus 1 μm particles
matches the previous work reported by Boatwright et al.11

Figure 1. Schematic of the experiment. The SDS−DODAB solution
and particle solution are deposited on the water surface from a syringe.
We wait about 15 min before compression and expansion cycles for
the solvent to evaporate. The particles are then added to the surface,
followed by another 15 min waiting period.
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When 0.5 and 0.1 μm particles are distributed in the
monolayer, we find a qualitatively different folding process.
Figure 2 shows images of compression and expansion for (b, f)
0.5 and (c, g) 0.1 μm particles. As we will demonstrate with
isotherm measurements, the structures in the images suggest a
transition from reversible to irreversible collapse. In the
reversible collapse with 1 μm particles, the orientation of the
structures is parallel to the compression barriers. In contrast,

collapsed structures with attached 0.5 and 0.1 μm particles form

disordered regions in images resulting from the accumulation of

collapsed regions during multiple compression cycles. This is

supported by the relative locations of the collapsed regions

under compression and expansion. For example, the circles in

Figure 2b,c,f,g correspond to the same features in each

respective monolayer at different stages in the isotherm cycle.

Figure 2. Compression and expansion images taken after the fifth cycle for different sizes of particles on the SDS−DODAB monolayer. (a−d)
Compression and (e−h) expansion images for the deposition of 1 μm, 0.5 μm, 0.1 μm, and 20 nm particles. The deposition volume is 25 μL for each
particle size. The scale bars correspond to 130 μm. The surface pressures for the compression images are (a) 52, (b) 57, (c) 56, and (d) 45 mN/m,
respectively. The surface pressure for the expansion images are all close to 0 mN/m. The fluorescent image of particles can be observed directly for 1,
0.5, and 0.1 μm diameters. A small ratio of the C12 fluorescent probe (1%) is added to the SDS−DODAB stock solution to enhance the image for the
20 nm particle experiment (d and h).

Figure 3. Typical surface pressure isotherms for (a) 1 μm and (b) 20 nm (b). The deposition volume is 25 μL for each particle size. All of the
isotherms are measured at 295 K. The measurement contains 5 cycles of SDS−DODAB (black dashed line) and 10 more cycles of SDS−DODAB
with particles (red line). The isotherms represent reversible folding for the SDS−DODAB monolayer with (a) 1 μm and (b) 20 nm particles, but the
surface pressure shows a significant decrease for 20 nm particles.

Figure 4. Typical surface pressure isotherms for (a) 0.5 and (b) 0.1 μm particles. The deposition volume is 100 μL for each particle diameter. All
isotherms are measured at 295 K. The measurement contains 5 cycles of SDS−DODAB (black dashed line) and 10 more cycles of SDS−DODAB
with particles (red line). The isotherm represents irreversible folding for the SDS−DODAB monolayer with (a) 0.5 and (b) 0.1 μm particles.
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Surprisingly, with 20 nm particles, as shown in Figure 2d,h,
we recover reversible collapse. In this system, the fluorescence
is provided by fluorescent tags on C12 because 20 nm particles
do not provide sufficient fluorescence to image collapsed
regions. The observed structures match the observations of
collapse in pure SDS−DODAB reported in ref 10. In contrast,
the structures are smaller than the giant collapse regions
observed for 1 μm particles. This suggests that the 1 μm
particles are better at aggregating the collapsed structures than
the 20 nm particles.
Isotherm Measurement. We used the surface pressure

(Π)−area (A) isotherm measurement to quantify the reversible
and irreversible nature of the collapse. The surface pressure is
defined as Π = γ0 − γ, where γ0 is the surface tension of pure
water and γ is the surface tension of the interface. The surface
pressure increases under compression and decreases under
expansion. Features of isotherm curves can be attributed to
phase changes and the collapse of monolayers.
Isotherm measurements of SDS−DODAB under five

compression and expansion cycles are shown in Figures 3
and 4 (black dashed lines). Three different stages are visible
under the compression of an SDS−DODAB monolayer. At
relatively large surface areas, the monolayer is in a gaslike phase
where the surface pressure is effectively zero. The surface
pressure starts to rise when the SDS−DODAB monolayer
reaches a liquid-expanded (L-E) phase. Finally, the isotherm
essentially levels off when the SDS−DODAB monolayer begins
to collapse. For SDS−DODAB without particles, this collapse
pressure is approximately 45 mN/m. For the case of 0.1 μm
and larger particles, there is also a small kink in the isotherm at
approximately 33 mN/m. This is potentially the onset of a
more ordered phase. This is especially true for cases of 0.1 and
0.5 μm particles, where the kink is more pronounced.
A key measure of the system behavior is the shift, if any, in

the lift-off point. The lift-off point is where the surface pressure
begins to rise from zero, which corresponds to the boundary
between the gaslike and L-E phases. The corresponding surface
area for this point is proportional to the initial number of
molecules at the surface. Therefore, a negative shift in the lift-
off point corresponds to net material loss from the interface. In
the isotherm measurements of SDS−DODAB, the horizontal
axis in Figures 3 and 4 is the area per molecule based on the
initial number of molecules on the surface. We find shifts in the
lift-off point between each compression cycle in the pure SDS−
DODAB monolayer. The shift between the first and second
compressions is consistently larger than the rest of the shifts in
the pure SDS−DODAB monolayer and is in part due to the
equilibration of the SDS−DODAB monolayer. Subsequent
shifts are due to the observed leakage of monolayer material at
the boundaries when high surface pressures are reached. This is
observed independently of the collapse mode. Subsequent
shifts in the lift-off point occur when particles are added to the
system and if additional material is lost due to collapse
mechanisms. These features of the isotherm will be discussed in
more detail in subsequent sections.
Isotherm measurements after the deposition of particles

provide insight into the impact of particle size on the folding of
the monolayer. Ten additional isotherm cycles are performed
on the monolayer with particles. The resulting curves (red) are
shown in Figures 3 and 4 for additions of 25 μL of different
particle solutions. It is worth noting that all of the isotherm
measurements are from the SDS−DODAB monolayer upon
the deposition of particles and no additional fluorescent probe.

We use the fluorescent probe only to enhance the imaging of
collapse with 20 nm particles during optical measurements.
There are two main classes of isotherm results corresponding to
reversible and irreversible collapse. Figure 3a,b illustrates
isotherm measurements for the reversible collapse of 1 μm
and 20 nm particles. For 1 μm particles, there is no significant
change in the isotherm curves and the folding pressure. Of
particular note is the behavior under expansion that consists of
an initial drop in surface pressure (the stretching of uncollapsed
regions) and a plateau region (the unfolding regime).11 The 20
nm particles exhibit the same reversible expansion behavior;
however, there is a significant reduction in the collapse
pressure. We observe a decrease from about 45 to 38 mN/m,
which is about 15% decrease.
Figure 4 illustrates isotherm measurements with the

irreversible collapse of 0.5 and 0.1 μm particles. For these
systems, the expansion plateau disappears (black and red
arrows in Figure 4a,b) from the isotherm. This is consistent
with the optical measurements that indicate an aggregation of
collapsed structures and a lack of unfolding under expansion.

Material Loss and Surface Pressure Analysis. A general
feature of isotherm measurements is the horizontal shift of the
lift-off point. A direct explanation is that there is a net material
loss from the interface during the collapse process. In our
system, an addition of particles does not simply shift the lift-off
point but significantly changes the shape of the isotherm curve.
Therefore, the shift of lift-off point is not sufficient to represent
the material loss from the interface with the deposition of
particles quantitatively. To quantify the material loss better, we
use a model (Volmer’s equation) to fit the liquid-expanded
portion of the isotherm measurement.28−30 The model relates
the surface pressure to an effective area for the material in the
monolayer in the following fashion:

ω
ω ω
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⎛
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0
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In the equation, Π is the surface pressure, Πcoh is the cohesion
pressure, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ω0
is the molecular area per water molecule, A is the available
surface area per insoluble molecule, and ω is the average
effective molecular area of an insoluble species. One can write
the available surface area per molecule in terms of the actual
trough area AT and the number of molecules in the system n as
A = AT/n. The effective molecular area is an intrinsic property
of the system, but we can multiply the expression through by
the number of molecules and rewrite it as
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This allows us to define the effective total molecular area ωeff
= nω and fit to the expression
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The advantage of this expression is that the total area AT is
measured directly and the fit parameter ωeff can be used to
characterize the material loss because of changes in n. A typical
fit result for the isotherm data is shown in Figure 5. For the
case of the pure monolayer, we measure a slight decrease in ωeff
with an increasing number of cycles resulting from the
previously discussed leakage of monolayer material through
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the barrier. In addition to characterizing the material loss, we fit
the isotherm with a straight line in the folding region. The
crossover point with the fitting curve of Volmer's equation
allows us to define a single folding pressure for the monolayer
in the presence of particles (Figure 5).
Figure 6 illustrates how we use both the lift-off point and the

fits to eq 3 to quantify the impact of particle addition on the

monolayer dynamics. Figure 6 focuses on the portion of the
isotherm just before the lift-off point and the initial portion of
the L-E phase. We illustrate the case for 0.1 μm particles using
the fifth cycle (last cycle without particles, black open squares),
the sixth cycle (first cycle immediately after particle deposition,
blue open circles), and the seventh cycle (green open triangles).

The initial deposition of particles will shift the lift-off point to
the right by an amount proportional to the effective area of the
added material. This is the difference between the fifth and
sixth cycle lift-off points in Figure 6. Though shown only for
the 0.1 μm particles, this shift to the right is observed for all
sizes of particles. Ideally, the amount of the shift could be used
to determine the number of particles added to the system.
However, to compute this, it is necessary to know the location
of the particles relative to the monolayer in order to compute
the effective area of the particles. By changing the focus of the
microscope, we are able to determine that the particles are
roughly in the plane of the monolayer. However, our resolution
in the location of the focal plane is only a few micrometers, so it
is not sufficient to compute the precise fraction of particles in
the monolayer. If material is lost during a compression−
expansion cycle, then the lift-off point shifts to the left. The
relatively large shift between sixth and seventh cycle in Figure 6
illustrates the significant material loss during the compression−
expansion of the monolayer in the presence of the 0.1 μm
particles.
To quantify the loss of material both during and after a

compression/expansion cycle better, we used the fit of the L-E
phase to eq 3 to determine ωeff. Recall that in our definition of
ωeff, ωeff is proportional to the effective amount of material in
the system. Results for ωeff for the first six cycles are presented
in Figure 7a. The values of ωeff are normalized to the value in
the fifth cycle (the last pure monolayer cycle). There are a
number of features of interest. First, there is the slight decrease
in ωeff for the first five cycles that was previously discussed and
is due to material leakage at barriers. The most important
feature is the behavior in the sixth cycle. This is the first
compression in the presence of particles. As expected, for the 1
μm and 20 nm particles, ωeff increases for cycle six. This is due
to the increase in the effective particle area due to the addition
of the particles. This jump is consistent with the shifts in the
lift-off points to the right. For subsequent cycles, there is a slow
decrease in ωeff due to leakage. In contrast, the deposition of
the 0.1 and 0.5 μm particles causes a decrease in ωeff during the
sixth cycle. This is in contrast to the shift to the right of the lift-
off point and suggests that the particles cause a loss of material
during the compression before collapse even occurs. We will
discuss this in more detail in the summary. Subsequent cycles
show a relatively strong decrease in ωeff that is presumably due
to a combination of leakage and particle loss.
Figure 7b compares ωeff versus cycle numbers for 25 and 100

μL of particle solutions for the cases of 0.1 and 0.5 μm particles.
(We observe no effect for the reversible case with 20 nm and 1
μm particles.) The behavior is essentially the same for both
cases: a strong decrease in ωeff with the initial deposition of
particles and a subsequent decrease with additional compres-
sion/expansion cycles. However, by normalizing to the value of
ωeff in the sixth cycle, one observes that for 25 μL of solution
the values of ωeff saturate around the 11th cycle. In contrast, for
100 μL of solution, ωeff decreases monotonically for all cycles.
This suggests that the mechanism responsible for the
irreversible behavior saturates if the number of particles is
sufficiently small. This will be discussed in more detail in the
final section.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the effect of particle addition on the

collapse pressure for a range of deposition volumes from 25 to
150 μL. As mentioned, the collapse pressure for 20 nm particles
decreases relative to that for the pure system. A slight increase
in collapse pressure occurs for the case sof 0.5, 0.1, and 1 μm

Figure 5. Fitting of the isotherm curve. The hollow circles indicate the
raw data for our isotherm measurement. The red solid line is the fit to
Volmer’s equation in the L-E phase. The red dashed line is the fit to
the folding state. The crossover point indicates the estimated folding
pressure for the folding monolayer.

Figure 6. Fitting of the isotherm measurement after depositing 0.1 μm
particles. The red lines are fits of the isotherm curve in the L-E phase
for the fifth, sixth, and seventh isotherm cycles. A positive shift of the
lift point is shown between the fifth and sixth cycles. With further
compression, a large amount of the negative shift of the lift-off point
between the sixth and seventh cycles can be seen. In this situation, we
find a significant amount of material loss at the sixth cycle, which is the
first compression of the SDS−DODAB monolayer with the deposition
of 0.1 μm particles.
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particles, with the smallest effect occurring for the 1 μm
particles. For volumes from 50 to 100 μL, the collapse pressure
is independent of the amount of material deposited, and there
is only a weak dependence for smaller and larger volumes. The
strong shift in collapse pressure for the 20 nm particles suggests
that they are the most strongly embedded in the monolayer.
This causes the most disruption to the monolayer structure and
reduces the pressure required for collapse because the particles
provide strong nucleation sites for the collapse. In contrast, the
other particles are at best partially embedded or weakly
associated with the monolayer headgroups. As such, they do
not necessarily nucleate the collapse, though they participate in
it.

■ DISCUSSION
We have studied the impact of particle deposition on an SDS−
DODAB monolayer. There is a critical particle size range that

causes the collapse dynamics to transition from a reversible to
an irreversible mode. A monolayer with 1 μm and 20 nm
particles folds reversibly whereas a monolayer with 0.5 and 0.1
μm particles collapses irreversibly. The transition from
reversible to irreversible behavior is determined in three ways.
First, the direct observation of fluorescent images reveals the
aggregation and stability of collapsed domains in the
irreversible case. Second, the expansion portions of the
isotherms are different in the reversible and irreversible cases.
Finally, fits to the compression isotherms provide a direct
measure of material loss in the system. Additionally, measure-
ments of the shifts in collapse pressure suggest a stronger
embedding of the 20 nm particles in the monolayer. It should
also be noted that the independence of any change in collapse
pressure from the amount of material added to the system
provides indirect evidence that this is really a particle size effect
and not a result of the total particle area added to the system.
In the reversible folding state with 1 μm particles, the system

exhibits reversible giant folding with a slight increase in the
folding surface pressure. In this case, because the particle size is
much larger than the preferred collapse structure, we propose
that the particles remain outside the fold. The monolayer folds
reversibly, simply dragging particles with it. The slight increase
in the collapse surface pressure is due to the change in the
surface tension with particles. With the 20 nm particles, the
monolayer exhibits reversible collapse and a significant decrease
in the collapse surface pressure. This is reasonable given that
the 2D planar structure of the monolayer is most likely
disturbed by 20 nm particles, causing a change in the collapse
mechanism from giant folds to wrinklelike folds. This results in
a dramatic decrease in the folding pressure under compression.
One of the most dramatic features of the measurements is

the existence of a finite range of particle sizes that induces
material loss. This raises the obvious question: what is the
mechanism that selects the relevant particle size? Previously, we
showed that there is an energy barrier associated with the
folding/unfolding process.11 This results in the initial elastic
stretch of the monolayer under expansion, before unfolding
occurs. One possible explanation of the irreversible collapse is
the role of additional energy associated with the curvature of
the monolayer on the scale of the added particles. For an
appropriate particle size, the energy of the collapsed monolayer
may be lowered through interaction with the particles. This

Figure 7. (a) Average effective molecular area for the deposition of 25 μL of particles of different sizes. The symbols indicate different particle sizes:
▽, 1 μm; △, 0.5 μm; ○, 0.1 μm; and □, 20 nm. The average effective molecular area is normalized to the fifth cycle to compare the effect of
depositing particle solutions. The results show that the deposition of 0.5 and 0.1 μm particles leads to a decrease in the average effective molecular
area. These two particle sizes correspond to the case of irreversible folding. (b) Average effective molecular area for the deposition of 25 and 100 μL
of 0.1 and 0.5 μm particle solutions. In this case, the average effective molecular area is normalized to the sixth cycle to focus on the effect after the
deposition of particles. Continual material loss is shown in the remaining cycles with irreversible folding.

Figure 8. Folding pressure vs deposition volume for different particle
sizes. The range in between dashed lines is the folding pressure of the
SDS−DODAB monolayer. The symbols in the plot indicate ■, 1 μm
particles; ●, 0.5 μm particles; ▲, 0.1 μm particles; and ▼, 20 nm
particles. The maximum deposition volume is 150 μL. The folding
pressure for 1, 0.5, and 0.1 μm particles is slightly higher than for the
SDS−DODAB monolayer regardless of the deposition volume.
However, there is a remarkable decrease in the folding pressure for
20 nm particles, which depends on the deposition volume.
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idea is consistent with a number of our observations, but at this
stage, it remains a conjecture that requires additional theoretical
and experimental study.
One indication that the curvature energy plays an important

role in the collapse is the relation between vesicle size and the
size of the particles causing irreversible collapse. Various
methods show that the vesicle size for DODAB and SDS−
DODAB mixtures ranges from 100 to 600 nm,31−36 which is
comparable to our critical particle size range. It may be
energetically favorable for the monolayer to coat the particles at
these high surface pressures. This offers a number of scenarios
that could not be distinguished in the current study but will be
the subject of future work. One option is that coated particles
“pinch off” from the monolayer and form vesicle-like structures
in the monolayer. A second option is that the particles covered
with SDS−DODAB contact each other and stick together. The
accumulation of covered particles and folds could form a
jammed state that persists during expansion. We have already
observed the aggregation of the particles, but what remains to
be determined is whether these aggregates are coated with a
monolayer.
The isotherm measurements provide additional indirect

evidence that the monolayer has a preference for coating the
0.5 and 0.1 μm particles. Prior to the first compression with
particles, the lift-off point in the isotherm exhibits a positive
shift after we deposit particles of these sizes. However, even
before collapse is induced, the fits of initial compression with
these particles is consistent with the loss of material. One
explanation of this loss is that the monolayer has a preference
for coating particles in this size range. Both the coating of
particles with monolayers and the creation of vesicle-like
structures can be studied in future work with different
fluorescence techniques.
An alternative mechanism to curvature effects is the possible

transition to a more ordered phase in the presence of the 0.5
and 0.1 μm particles. For these particles, there is a pronounced
kink in the isotherms at around 33 mN/m that corresponds to
a reduction in the effective molecular area. This ordering of the
monolayer may contribute to the onset of irreversible collapse.
Although there is no equivalent kink in the pure monolayer
system or the one with 20 nm particles, there is a slight kink
with 1 μm particles. Therefore, a more detailed study of the
exact ordering induced by the different particles and the impact
of this on the collapse is necessary to determine the degree to
which this mechanism is relevant. These issues will be the
subjects of future studies.
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